
Jason Longwith

May 31, 1959, is a date that unfortunately will always be etched into the auto racing
history of Elma. 

Up and coming racer, Jason Longwith of Raymond was involved in a huge pile up at the
beginning of a race on a dusty Sunday afternoon. The wreck injured several drivers and claimed
the life of Longwith, the first fatality at the Elma speedway.

Only 23 at the time of the accident, Jason was a US Army Private stationed at Fort Lewis
and had proven to be very proficient at racing and was considered a threat to win each time he
took to the track. 

Longwith was one of the leaders of a strong group of racers that came to Elma to race
from the Raymond area, including 1958 champion, Bill Korevaar. We can only speculate how
good Jason would have become and what his accomplishments would have been, but it is
documented fact that he was a winner and had the attention and respect of the other racers.

Accounts of the day, state that Longwith had been victorious at a race just a few weeks
previous and wished to continue this momentum. Scheduled for guard duty at Fort Lewis, Jason
convinced another soldier to take his place and returned to Elma to race.

Jason Longwith’s death would be used as a reason by fairboard and county officials to
cease auto racing at the Grays Harbor Fairgrounds from mid 1960 thru 1964.

When racing was reinstated in 1965, the Evergreen Auto Racing Association instituted 
“The Jason Longwith Memorial” in Jason’s memory and would be run this prestigious race
throughout the ‘60s, ‘70s, and ‘80s. 

After the EARA was disbanded in the early 1990s the race came to an end, but Jason
Longwith continues to be thought of by longtime racers and fans and it is with great pleasure that
the Elma Auto Racing Hall of Fame acknowledges Jason Longwith as a 2010 Inductee. 


